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DELTA, the right tool for Monitoring and Evaluation

DELTA is the right tool for all people involved in project management, especially in planning and monitoring-evaluation of multisectoral projects and programs.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring and Evaluation is essential to carry out a development Program or Project. Unfortunately, the monitoring and evaluation officers often do not have the appropriate tools.

M & E software must be primarily a tool for planning, monitoring, collecting, processing and producing relevant information to evaluate the outcomes and impact of the development project or program.

DELTA Software for M&E

DELTA is a complete and integrated software solution resulting from our long experience in project management and information systems development.

Its modular design and the great flexibility of the setting options make it a first-rate tool to perfectly meet the needs for monitoring and evaluation of multi-sectoral development projects and programs.

DELTA comes in two versions: a Web version and a Windows version. Each version uses the best of the technologies specific to each environment.

“We have established an interface between the two versions for data exchange. This makes DELTA the best cross-platform monitoring and evaluation tool.”
Performance

DELTA® is a Web and Windows solution, running on any environment (hardware platform, Operating System of servers and workstations, DBMS, ...)

An ergonomic solution with an intuitive and user-friendly interface that facilitates its rapid appropriation.

An open system, able to communicate with other computer systems (especially accounting software for Budget Monitoring).

Fully customizable and flexible to meet the monitoring and evaluation needs for Development Projects and Programs, whatever their size (local, national or international).

Technical Specifications

- Multi-Projects
- Open (to other software)
- Adaptability (fully customizable)
- Bilingual (French, English)

Main Technologies:
- MySQL: Database Management System (DBMS)
- PHP: Main programming language
- XHTML, CSS, Javascript, XML,
- Json: Other programming and encoding languages
- ExuJS: Main javascript library, for several controls (grids, buttons, etc.)

Other Technologies:
- TCPDF: PHP report generation library (very similar to Crystal Reports)
- SVG: Geographic data format (shapefiles are imported and transformed SVG)

Supported Web Browsers:
DELTA Web works on the following browsers:
- Google Chrome 10 and +
- Firefox 10 and +
- Internet Explorer 10 and +
- Opera 15 and +

Security
DELTA offers security in accordance with international standards with the management of access rights adapting to any organization, user tracing (audit trail)

Multi-platform Solution

- Windows Version
- Web Version
**Overview of DELTA**

**Planning**

With DELTA, plan and monitor activities with a flexible periodicity, assign weights to activities according to their importance. Three (3) levels of physical and financial planning: Global or multi-year planning, Annual Work Program and Budget (AWPB) and short term planning (Semester, Quarter, Month, etc.)

**Indicator Monitoring**

Monitor indicators whatever the type: quantitative (numerical type units or percentage), qualitative and complexity (simple basic indicators, composite indicators, complex indicators using complex calculation formulas. A special calculator for indicators is included to enter various formulas for indicators.

**Reporting**

DELTA generates all kinds of dashboards and reports for activity monitoring, budget monitoring and indicator analysis by customizable queries from the simplest to the most complex with the possibility of associating graphs in various forms.

**Project Management**

DELTA web platform is collaborative and allows users to collaborate: message exchange via integrated messaging, schedule sharing, alert management, etc.
Customized Databases

DELTA contains a Database Generator to create customized databases in the easiest way through the drag and drop of variable fields on a designed form. No knowledge of programming is required.

Document Management

DELTA includes a Document Management System (DMS) for archiving and management of all documentation.

Geographic System

DELTA communicates with the most used geospatial servers: Esris, ArcGis, Geoserver... to visualize geographic or spatial data. Spatial queries can be done on activities and indicators and data can be transferred via shapefiles for use by geomaticists.
Advantages of DELTA

... can be easily set up (1 to 5 weeks)

- Adaptability
- Performance
- Affordable cost

DELTA is a fully integrated M-E software designed by a team of experts in project management. Its functions cover all essential needs of monitoring and evaluation.

The Windows solution is suitable for single-user or multi-user in client-server environment. It does not require an internet connection. It can also be implemented in a decentralized organization with data consolidation at the central site.

The WEB solution is suitable for multi-user or multi-site use with real-time data update. It is adapted to collaborative work and requires an internet connection.

If you do not want or cannot enter the financial data (budget, actual costs), DELTA can import the data directly from your accounting software.

Viewing and analyzing data on maps impacts our understanding of data. DELTA communicates with a G.I.S systems (geospatial servers) for data presentation and analysis. GPS coordinates of project’s sites or infrastructures can be entered and visualized on a map.

With DELTA, Easily manage your Project Portfolio to track projects performance.

DELTA is scalable: specific modules can be added for a complete solution to meet all your needs.

DELTA is ideally suited for sharing data and collaboration between project team members.
Many Organizations, Projects and NGO are using DELTA in Africa

OSS (TUNISIA)
DATABASE FOR TRACKING PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF THE SAWAP PROGRAMME COVERING 12 COUNTRIES

CARITAS (BURKINA FASO)
MONITORING THE STRATEGIC PLAN 2012-2016

SLFMP (BURKINA FASO)
MONITORING OF THE SUSTAINABLE LAND AND FORESTRY MANAGEMENT PROJECT FINANCED BY WORLD BANK

CAP - 3 (NIGER)
MONITORING OF THE COMMUNITY ACTION PHASE 3. A WORLD BANK FINANCED PROGRAMME
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules of DELTA</th>
<th>Basic Option</th>
<th>Standard Option</th>
<th>Full Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E Settings</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan and track Activities</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashboards and Analytics</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan and Track Key Performance Indicators (KPI)</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Team management and Collaboration</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Queries and reporting with graphics</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Database and Data entry Forms</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Document Management</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Alerts</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Information System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CONTACT US FOR AN OFFER RELEVANT TO YOUR NEEDS*
Contacts

www.delta-suivi-evaluation.com
Email: info@delta-suivi-evaluation.com

www.deltagis.net
Email: info@deltagis.net
1 Place Ville Marie, Montreal, QC
Canada

Innovative Solutions for Development